THE TECH
Published every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday evening. The Tech is the official organ of students at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Entered as second-class matter October 12, 1903, at the post-office at Boston, Mass., under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

THE TECH is preparing a history of the establishment of the Advisory Council, and an account of the finances of all athletics should be published at least twice in the school year.

The Advisory Council will always be "dragged on athletic progress" if there is not more harmony between the students and that body. The student body has a right to call for a report from the council, for the student body brought about the movement for the board with the aid of some of the professors. Sanctioned the formation of such a council, and accepted the constitution which created the body.

The Tech is preparing a history of the establishment of the Advisory Council which will be published in Monday's issue.

Reading Notices.


Lost. - A Lambda Phi fraternity pin. Reward offered for returning to G. F. P, Cage.

Lost. - Lost on May 1st a tan pocket-book containing $100, a Technique ticket, and some receipts, etc. Finder will please notify C. R. Powell, 44 Fenway.

There is no excuse for your not having the best EYEGLASSES and SPECTACLES at moderate cost. Our Optical Shops are within easy reach of this town.

131-1 2 Bowdoin Street. Back Bay.

Pinkham & Smith Company

Gloves may be right and not be fownees

But they can't be fownees

And not be right

All communications regarding subscriptions of the students who come in touch with athletics. True, indeed, that this is true.

Perhaps the best explanation of this is a misunderstanding on the part of the students of the personality of the person in power, and an unfortunate manner in his treatment of managers and others interested in athletics. True, indeed, the impatience and hastiness of youth may have led to this misunderstanding, but the fact remains that there is autocracy, an assumption by one man of authority over all things connected with athletics.

Students, who know the head of the advisory council personally, state there is no man connected with athletics at the Institute who has given no much time, thought, or energy toward the advancement of athletic interests as Major Briggs, but that he has the unfortunate faculty of rubbing the feelings of the students who come in contact with him the wrong way.

The Tech in the editorial of last issue, did not attack Mr. Briggs through personal enmity, nor did it stand up for Mr. Mahan as the greatest benefactor of Tech athletics; it wished to call attention to the fact that there was a disagreement and that something ought to be done about it, and also to the general feeling in regard to the manner in which the council carries on athletic work.

The Tech suggests that there be more publicity in the actions of the advisory council, and that a report of the finances of all athletics should be published at least twice in the school year.

The Advisory Council will always be "dragged on athletic progress" if there is not more harmony between the students and that body. The student body has a right to call for a report from the council, for the student body brought about the movement for the board with the aid of some of the professors, sanctioned the formation of such a council, and accepted the constitution which created the body.

The Tech is preparing a history of the establishment of the Advisory Council which will be published as soon as possible.